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j d payne explores the biblical historical and missiological principles of global church planting and suggests ways that readers can apply international church planting practices to their own contexts
winner of the shear book prize honorable mention avery o craven award few books have captured the lived experience of slavery as powerfully ari kelman times literary supplement one of the most
impressive works of american history in many years the nation an important arguably seminal book always trenchant and learned wall street journal a landmark history by the author of national book
critics circle award finalist the broken heart of america that shows how slavery fueled southern capitalism when jefferson acquired the louisiana territory he envisioned an empire for liberty populated
by self sufficient white farmers cleared of native americans and the remnants of european empires by andrew jackson the mississippi valley was transformed instead into a booming capitalist economy
commanded by wealthy planters powered by steam engines and dependent on the coerced labor of slaves river of dark dreams places the cotton kingdom at the center of worldwide webs of exchange
and exploitation that extended across oceans and drove an insatiable hunger for new lands this bold reconsideration dramatically alters our understanding of american slavery and its role in u s
expansionism global capitalism and the upcoming civil war walter johnson deftly traces the connections between the planters pro slavery ideology atlantic commodity markets and southern schemes for
global ascendency using slave narratives popular literature legal records and personal correspondence he recreates the harrowing details of daily life under cotton s dark dominion we meet the
confidence men and gamblers who made the valley shimmer with promise the slave dealers steamboat captains and merchants who supplied the markets the planters who wrung their civilization out of
the minds and bodies of their human property and the true believers who threatened the union by trying to expand the cotton kingdom on a global scale but at the center of the story are the enslaved
people who pulled down the forests planted the fields picked the cotton who labored suffered and resisted on the dark underside of the american dream shows how the cotton kingdom of the 19th
century deep south far from being a backward outpost of feudalism was a dynamic engine of capitalist expansion built on enslaved labor a o scott new york times river of dark dreams delivers
spectacularly on the long standing mission to write history from the bottom up maya jasanoff new york review of books would it surprise you to know that new testament scholars missiologists and
church planting authorities cannot agree on how to define tentmaking whether or not the church should be practicing it today or even why paul did it in the first place it s true in tentmaking the
widespread confusion and overall disagreement within the church regarding paul s self support are exposed commonly held assumptions are removed from their entrenched positions and myths are
debunked in their place tentmaking offers an unadorned yet powerfully convincing presentation of paul s own self disclosed reasons for intentionally selecting to support himself in some ministry
contexts but not others this well researched book provides answers to crucial questions that currently surround tentmaking as well as a practical guide intended to lead to the recovery of biblical
tentmaking within the church readers who pick up this book should be prepared to embark on an engrossing journey that will reward them with clarity on the often misunderstood topic of paul s
tentmaking planting a church is one of the most exciting adventures you ll ever embark on it s also one of the hardest it requires initiative leadership strategy systems and a lot of prayer in this second
edition of planting missional churches not only will you find a completely redesigned book with new content in every single chapter but you will also find several new chapters on topics such as church
multiplication residencies multi ethnic ministry multisite denominations and networks and spiritual leadership so if you re planting a church be prepared use this book as a guide to build the needed
ministry areas so that you can multiply over and over again for additional resources visit newchurches com pmc seventeen years ago the author of this work made his first trip abroad to gather
material for a book on coffee subsequently he spent a year in travel among the coffee producing countries after the initial surveys correspondents were appointed to make researches in the principal
european libraries and museums and this phase of the work continued until april 1922 simultaneous researches were conducted in american libraries and historical museums up to the time of the
return of the final proofs to the printer in june 1922 ten years ago the sorting and classification of the material was begun the actual writing of the manuscript has extended over four years among the
unique features of the book are the coffee thesaurus the coffee chronology containing 492 dates of historical importance the complete reference table of the principal kinds of coffee grown in the world
and the coffee bibliography containing 1 380 references the report for 1870 1871 includes an alphabetical catalogue of the library and later reports include list of books added up to the story of a
nineteenth century invention essentially a tiny greenhouse that allowed for the first time the movement of plants around the world feeding new agricultural industries the commercial nursery trade
botanic and private gardens invasive species imperialism and more roses jasmine fuchsia chrysanthemums and rhododendrons bloom in gardens across the world and yet many of the most common
varieties have roots in asia how is this global flowering possible in 1829 surgeon and amateur naturalist nathaniel bagshaw ward placed soil dried leaves and the pupa of a sphinx moth into a sealed
glass bottle intending to observe the moth hatch but when a fern and meadow grass sprouted from the soil he accidentally discovered that plants enclosed in glass containers could survive for long
periods without watering after four years of experimentation in his london home ward created traveling glazed cases that would be able to transport plants around the world following a test run from
london to sydney ward was proven correct the wardian case was born and the botanical makeup of the world s flora was forever changed in our technologically advanced and globalized contemporary
world it is easy to forget that not long ago it was extremely difficult to transfer plants from place to place as they often died from mishandling cold weather and ocean salt spray in this first book on the
wardian case luke keogh leads us across centuries and seas to show that ward s invention spurred a revolution in the movement of plants and that many of the repercussions of that revolution are still
with us from new industries to invasive plant species from the early days of rubber banana tea and cinchona cultivation the last used in the production of the malaria drug quinine to the collecting of
beautiful and exotic flora like orchids in the first great greenhouses of the united states botanic garden in washington dc and england s royal botanic gardens kew the wardian case transformed the
world s plant communities fueled the commercial nursery trade and late nineteenth century imperialism and forever altered the global environment compendium of laws relative to the adirondack
wilderness from 1774 1894 1893 v 2
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winner of the shear book prize honorable mention avery o craven award few books have captured the lived experience of slavery as powerfully ari kelman times literary supplement one of the most
impressive works of american history in many years the nation an important arguably seminal book always trenchant and learned wall street journal a landmark history by the author of national book
critics circle award finalist the broken heart of america that shows how slavery fueled southern capitalism when jefferson acquired the louisiana territory he envisioned an empire for liberty populated
by self sufficient white farmers cleared of native americans and the remnants of european empires by andrew jackson the mississippi valley was transformed instead into a booming capitalist economy
commanded by wealthy planters powered by steam engines and dependent on the coerced labor of slaves river of dark dreams places the cotton kingdom at the center of worldwide webs of exchange
and exploitation that extended across oceans and drove an insatiable hunger for new lands this bold reconsideration dramatically alters our understanding of american slavery and its role in u s
expansionism global capitalism and the upcoming civil war walter johnson deftly traces the connections between the planters pro slavery ideology atlantic commodity markets and southern schemes for
global ascendency using slave narratives popular literature legal records and personal correspondence he recreates the harrowing details of daily life under cotton s dark dominion we meet the
confidence men and gamblers who made the valley shimmer with promise the slave dealers steamboat captains and merchants who supplied the markets the planters who wrung their civilization out of
the minds and bodies of their human property and the true believers who threatened the union by trying to expand the cotton kingdom on a global scale but at the center of the story are the enslaved
people who pulled down the forests planted the fields picked the cotton who labored suffered and resisted on the dark underside of the american dream shows how the cotton kingdom of the 19th
century deep south far from being a backward outpost of feudalism was a dynamic engine of capitalist expansion built on enslaved labor a o scott new york times river of dark dreams delivers
spectacularly on the long standing mission to write history from the bottom up maya jasanoff new york review of books
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would it surprise you to know that new testament scholars missiologists and church planting authorities cannot agree on how to define tentmaking whether or not the church should be practicing it
today or even why paul did it in the first place it s true in tentmaking the widespread confusion and overall disagreement within the church regarding paul s self support are exposed commonly held
assumptions are removed from their entrenched positions and myths are debunked in their place tentmaking offers an unadorned yet powerfully convincing presentation of paul s own self disclosed
reasons for intentionally selecting to support himself in some ministry contexts but not others this well researched book provides answers to crucial questions that currently surround tentmaking as
well as a practical guide intended to lead to the recovery of biblical tentmaking within the church readers who pick up this book should be prepared to embark on an engrossing journey that will
reward them with clarity on the often misunderstood topic of paul s tentmaking
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planting a church is one of the most exciting adventures you ll ever embark on it s also one of the hardest it requires initiative leadership strategy systems and a lot of prayer in this second edition of
planting missional churches not only will you find a completely redesigned book with new content in every single chapter but you will also find several new chapters on topics such as church
multiplication residencies multi ethnic ministry multisite denominations and networks and spiritual leadership so if you re planting a church be prepared use this book as a guide to build the needed
ministry areas so that you can multiply over and over again for additional resources visit newchurches com pmc
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seventeen years ago the author of this work made his first trip abroad to gather material for a book on coffee subsequently he spent a year in travel among the coffee producing countries after the
initial surveys correspondents were appointed to make researches in the principal european libraries and museums and this phase of the work continued until april 1922 simultaneous researches were
conducted in american libraries and historical museums up to the time of the return of the final proofs to the printer in june 1922 ten years ago the sorting and classification of the material was begun
the actual writing of the manuscript has extended over four years among the unique features of the book are the coffee thesaurus the coffee chronology containing 492 dates of historical importance
the complete reference table of the principal kinds of coffee grown in the world and the coffee bibliography containing 1 380 references
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the report for 1870 1871 includes an alphabetical catalogue of the library and later reports include list of books added up to
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the story of a nineteenth century invention essentially a tiny greenhouse that allowed for the first time the movement of plants around the world feeding new agricultural industries the commercial
nursery trade botanic and private gardens invasive species imperialism and more roses jasmine fuchsia chrysanthemums and rhododendrons bloom in gardens across the world and yet many of the
most common varieties have roots in asia how is this global flowering possible in 1829 surgeon and amateur naturalist nathaniel bagshaw ward placed soil dried leaves and the pupa of a sphinx moth
into a sealed glass bottle intending to observe the moth hatch but when a fern and meadow grass sprouted from the soil he accidentally discovered that plants enclosed in glass containers could survive
for long periods without watering after four years of experimentation in his london home ward created traveling glazed cases that would be able to transport plants around the world following a test
run from london to sydney ward was proven correct the wardian case was born and the botanical makeup of the world s flora was forever changed in our technologically advanced and globalized
contemporary world it is easy to forget that not long ago it was extremely difficult to transfer plants from place to place as they often died from mishandling cold weather and ocean salt spray in this
first book on the wardian case luke keogh leads us across centuries and seas to show that ward s invention spurred a revolution in the movement of plants and that many of the repercussions of that
revolution are still with us from new industries to invasive plant species from the early days of rubber banana tea and cinchona cultivation the last used in the production of the malaria drug quinine to
the collecting of beautiful and exotic flora like orchids in the first great greenhouses of the united states botanic garden in washington dc and england s royal botanic gardens kew the wardian case
transformed the world s plant communities fueled the commercial nursery trade and late nineteenth century imperialism and forever altered the global environment
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